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MOBILE MARKETING
OVER HYPED OR
UNDER RESOURCED?

It seems every day a new shiny object appears in the world of marketing. And while
it can be beneficial to experiment with new innovations, placing big bets on proven
techniques will usually lead to better business outcomes. That is definitely the case
when it comes to marketing to customers via their mobile devices.
Smartphones have become almost ubiquitous among consumers, rarely being more
than an arm’s length away at any time. According to the Kleiner Perkins Caufield &
Byers (KPCB) annual Internet Trends report, people check their phones an average
of 150 times a day in the US for sending messages, viewing content on the web,
reading email, and sharing selfies. However, not all marketers have determined
the best ways to capitalize on this new consumer reality. Being able to distinguish
the hype from the hope has been difficult and has deterred many marketers from
making the appropriate investments in mobile marketing.

Number of smartphone users in the United States from 2010-2021 (in millions)
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MOBILE MARKETING: WHAT WORKS

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
To better understand what
techniques are yielding
positive results today, we
collected insights from
a group of marketing
leaders who represent a
cross section of consumer
and B2B marketers. This
solution guide is intended
to help other CMOs
determine where they
should be investing their
resources.

Summary of Key Learnings
1. M
 obile marketing is no longer viewed as a discrete marketing program but is
integrated into the overall marketing mix.

“ Mobile is embedded in all of our digital marketing. It’s part of our
brand strategy, our customer engagement strategy, our customer
portal, and our website.” — Christine Heckart, Brocade
2. A
 dvertising on mobile devices can improve marketing performance and is
generally underutilized.

“ The empirical evidence from our research proves that mobile has a
fervent contribution to campaign results, in many cases performing
twice as hard on cost effectiveness relative to the campaign average
and validates that mobile should be 15% to 20% of the entire media
mix today, and growing as smartphone penetration increases.”
— Greg Stuart, Mobile Marketing Association
3. Effective marketers lead with the assumption that their prospects and customers
will be engaging with their communications on mobile devices and execute
accordingly.

“ It is critical to have a mobile-optimized site as well to make sure
that any marketing assets, whether they are landing pages, emails
or anything else, are mobile-optimized. It’s a terrible customer
experience to click through for something on your mobile phone
and land on a page that’s been designed for a desktop. Why bother
sending the person there?” — Alison Corcoran, formerly of Staples
4. M
 anaging customer IDs across devices—such as smartphone, tablet, and desktop
—is yielding better experiences for customers and valuable results for marketers.

“ Cross-device data management is vital to deliver the right message
at the right time and in the right context and to know that we’re
communicating with a single consumer regularly accessing multiple
devices as we evolve from Storytelling to very personal Story making.”
— Michael Donnelly, Mastercard
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5. T
 here are unique aspects of mobile devices which help better engage customers in context, most specifically location
information and mobile messaging.

“ When I was with Sony, we used mobile quite a bit to message promotions to geo-targeted audiences as they were
shopping. We found that to be very, very effective because you can target with precision in a retail environment
to get them to buy.” — Jennifer Sassen, Sage
6. M
 obile apps are most frequently used for engaging loyal customers while mobile-optimized websites and landing pages help
prospects get to the information they need quickly.

“ Generally mobile is optimized for a customer who is interested in transacting in the near future.

The mobile site
and the mobile app have a slightly different hierarchy of information because people use the mobile site in a
different way than they use the app.” — Alison Corcoran, formerly of Staples

7. Social sharing of content captured on a mobile device can be an effective way to build brand advocacy.

“ We’ve had great success rolling out show-specific selfie stations on property at partner hotels.”
— Alma Derricks, Cirque du Soleil
8. B
 est practices in marketing apply to mobile as well—test, measure, iterate.

“ We’re very obsessive about testing and learning and understanding the customer experience. Not only is the
purchase journey to make a financial decision complicated but it’s also evolving rapidly. So in our space, you
really have to obsess over testing new features and capabilities that would influence that overall purchase
journey.” — Chris Moloney, CAN Capital
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MOBILE MARKETING:
WHAT WORKS
Marketers are finding
effective ways to engage
their prospects and
customers at various
stages of the buyer’s
journey. From creating
brand awareness and
driving store traffic to
facilitating commerce
and encouraging social
advocacy, mobile
marketing has been an
important part of the
marketing mix at every
stage.

Advertising on Mobile Devices: Mobile devices have become an essential part
of nearly everyone’s life. As such, the time spent on mobile screens creates
opportunities for marketers to present brand messages and promotional offers
that can be extremely relevant. According to the Smart Mobile Cross Marketing
Effectiveness research (SMoX) conducted by the Mobile Marketing Association,
marketers in the study could improve their ROI by increasing the portion of their
advertising budget focused on mobile. “While each campaign was different in its
goals, target [audience], and overall impact, such a reallocation to mobile would
produce significantly better results for the campaign overall, without the need to
invest additional funds,” said Mobile Marketing Association CEO Greg Stuart.
The study also found larger creative formats and videos in native social feeds
helped achieve marketing goals more quickly and were worth the premium paid
in lower frequency situations. However, these ads became annoying after several
exposures so the ROI deteriorated in high-frequency campaigns.

“ Mobile is crucial to get to the right audience in the right context. The
videos we produce are designed to be viewed and promoted on mobile
devices. That content must be disruptive and interesting enough to get
noticed and to get shared. Creative still plays a big role and to get there
you must be very targeted. To be disruptive and sharable, the content must be
highly relevant.” — David Roman, Lenovo

“ We’re getting upwards of 50% advertising traffic on mobile and tablet
devices. As a result, creative and content which includes compelling
imagery, bold colors, and animation converts at much higher rates.“
— Mike Westgate, RealMassive
Marketers whose objective is to drive immediate store visits are finding promising
results from geo-targeting based on proximity to a store location. This is particularly
true for retailers, CPG shopper marketers, and quick serve restaurants (QSRs).
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Mobile-Optimized Search Marketing: Many marketers reported that approximately
half of their paid and organic search volumes come from mobile devices. Search
programs that incorporate local-based information are particularly beneficial. And
to assure that consumers have an optimal experience, clicks are directed to mobileoptimized websites or landing pages closely associated with the terms searched.

“ Mobile is very effective as an acquisition tool for a particular location,
Example cartoon from Brocade’s
“On Second Thought” campaign

On Second Thought:
A Mobile-First Integrated
Campaign
Brocade is a manufacturer of
networking equipment whose
target market is IT professionals.
With limited advertising budgets
to compete against its bigger
competitors, CMO Christine Heckart
decided to launch a program that
would not only capture attention
but would also lead to sharing via
social networks. “The entire ‘On
Second Thought’ campaign was
designed specifically for a mobile
experience and for social sharing
within that mobile experience.
It doesn’t mean it can’t be used
and consumed elsewhere, but it
was designed for your phone and
for sharing on Facebook, Twitter,
LinkedIn, and Instagram. It uses
cartoons to deliver initial messages,
and then you can easily share those
cartoons with any of your networks.
We’ve been told by LinkedIn that our
campaign is the number one B2B
campaign of all time on LinkedIn.
And we’re told by Twitter that it
outperforms their high water mark
metric,” says Heckart.

so local search on a mobile phone is highly effective.”
— Alison Corcoran, formerly of Staples

“ Mobile is a very important component of our customer acquisition.
Small business owners do a lot of research and investigation on mobile
regarding financial options for their business, so search marketing and
content designed for mobile devices is a big focus.”
— Chris Moloney, CAN Capital
Mobile Apps: After years of experimentation with mobile apps, marketers are
beginning to focus on fewer and more functional apps, often designed to engage
with recurring customers. While there are some notable exceptions such as
Nissan’s Diehard Fan app which is designed for prospect engagement and is
heavily promoted with media programs, most apps are created to provide functional
utility to valued customers. Investments have been made to tie these apps to
transactional systems such as flight bookings, room reservations, loyalty programs,
and financial account management, bolstering the potential ROI that marketers
can see from apps. Software-as-a Service (SaaS) products are increasingly
incorporating accessibility via mobile apps to give customers the ability to use their
systems when away from their desktops. Push notifications are carefully managed
through apps on a permission-based model to deliver requested and relevant
information that is often time sensitive, while respecting the boundaries of the user.

“ We’re focused on contextually embedding our valuable functionalities in
apps that people regularly use vs. creating stand-alone apps”
—Michael Donnelly, Mastercard

“ We’ve had an app specifically made for Sage Summit to keep the attendees
informed of what’s happening at the event. We’re also able to capture information
about what customers are interested in and talking about and then use
that in our lead scoring following the event so that we’re routing that
person to the sales group for follow-up.” — Jennifer Sassen, Sage
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Mobile-optimized Websites: For many marketers, half or more of their companies’
website visits come from mobile devices, so they have created mobile-optimized
websites. Given the advances in responsive design and the complexities with
managing a separate mobile-specific website, the trend appears to be to develop
one “mobile-first” website that dynamically delivers a customer experience tailored
to screen type. This allows visitors to get access to the same information regardless
of the device they are using.

“ Virtually everything we have is now or will soon be mobile-optimized.
We’ve recently evolved from several legacy CMS platforms to one,
which makes effectively & efficiently creating & supporting content
for all screens a reality.” — Michael Donnelly, Mastercard

Placing Big Bets:
Invest In Mobile Apps
or Mobile Web?
Many companies are grappling
with the decision on whether to
invest in a mobile app or to focus
on enhancing their mobile-friendly
websites. Based on our interviews,
we found the following guidance: if
you can add valuable functionality
to recurring users who will take time
to download another app, then the
investment in apps can be justified.
If you want to provide the fastest
path to additional information for
those who find you via search or
emails, investing in mobile-friendly
websites is essential. Being clear
about the intended user and the
role of the app or website is critical.
“People use the mobile site in a
different way than they use the
app,” shared Alison Corcoran.

“ We don’t have a separate mobile website, so all traffic goes to our main
site. We’ve taken measures to make it better optimized for different
devices.” — Jennifer Sassen, Sage

“ We decided as a firm that we will be mobile-first in order to drive
consistent web experiences, regardless of device. This means that all
content, media, and web design begin with mobile scenarios and set the
precedent for all other engagements.” — Mike Westgate, RealMassive
Astute marketers are continuously testing and optimizing the experience visitors
have on the mobile-friendly sites. Using either A/B or multivariate testing tools,
improvements in messaging or functional design are made to optimize the user
experience and improve the business outcomes.

“ Continuous A/B testing is part of what we do in Marketing and we do
that across all our websites, mobile or not. We see variations in results
from changing words, designs and offers and then optimize accordingly.”
— Christine Heckart, Brocade
Mobile Messaging: With smartphones always in reach, marketers are using SMS,
MMS and in-app messaging to communicate action-oriented information to their
customers. Because such messages can be viewed as an unwelcome intrusion and
permissions can be revoked, marketers are careful to limit the use of this channel of
communications to highly relevant information that is often personalized and timesensitive. Marketing automation tools are often used to manage these interactions
to optimize frequency and deliver within a known context of location and previous
customer interactions.

“ We’re also using SMS quite a bit as part of the pre-arrival program [for Cirque du
Soleil shows]. We’ll partner with properties, such as MGM Grand for KÀ,
to push out an additional promotion to people that we know are checking
in that day. We’ll use that as an opportunity to offer a seat upgrade or
maybe something free at the concession stand to encourage a ticket sale.”
— Alma Derricks, Cirque du Soleil
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Email Optimization: Checking email while on the go is a phenomenon not limited
to business travelers. Marketers cite over half of their regular emails are read on
mobile devices. Fortunately most marketing automation systems that execute
these emails are able to deliver them in a mobile-friendly manner. But to deliver
optimal results, marketers must go a step further down the funnel with their mobile
optimization. Since most emails are sent to drive a click to a digital destination,
that web-based content must also be optimized for mobile engagement.

“ Continuous A/B testing is part of what we do in Marketing and we do that
across all our websites, mobile or not. We see variations in results from
changing words, designs and offers and then optimize accordingly.”
— Christine Heckart, Brocade

What’s Next? Mobile
Capabilities to Watch
The capabilities of mobile devices
continue to progress every year.
For future planning, here are new
capabilities the contributors are
watching closely.
Augmented Reality
“ We’re very focused on augmented
reality. To be able to provide
incremental information beyond what
you see in the camera on the phone
has very exciting possibilities.”
—David Roman, Lenovo
Mobile Payments
“ In the US we’re way behind Europe
in terms of adoption of mobile
payment. I think mobile payments
are going to catch up and there’s
an opportunity to think about it in
a different way than we currently
have.”
—Alison Corcoran, formerly of Staples
Document Scanning
“W
 e are looking for ways to make
mobile the most convenient
device to interact with documents,
adopting technology that uses the
mobile phone with OCR to scan the
document but also interpret what’s
in the document rapidly.”
—Chris Moloney, CAN Capital

Social Media Sharing: Consumers, especially millennials, like to share their positive
experiences with their social networks. This often entails capturing memorable
moments with smart phone cameras and sharing them via Facebook, Instagram,
or Snapchat. Progressive marketers are facilitating that behavior with well-planned
photo opportunities and promoting hash tags to amplify the brand.

“ Once millennials come to our shows, they become our biggest advocates.
We’ve created a great photo-op for Zumanity near our theater at New
York-New York. It’s just very sexy. There’s a bathtub and chandeliers
and all these cool, boudoir-looking things. People just love it. They just
love being able to do something like sitting in a bathtub and taking a sexy shot.
Then they send it around and post it.” — Alma Derricks, Cirque du Soleil
Cross-Device Identity Management: Since consumers and business customers
interact with brands via multiple devices, creating a seamless user experience
regardless of device requires knowing who the user is in each interaction. Tools
have progressed to make cross-device ID management within reach for most
marketers which helps improve the effectiveness of each interaction, regardless of
device. However, marketers are still refining and improving their capabilities in this
highly valued area.

“ Improving capabilities of identifying somebody across devices is the
Holy Grail. And as marketers we certainly didn’t do that perfectly, but
that is the intent. It is critical to work with partners to make sure they
share as much information as possible in order to recognize customers
in a cross-device way.” — Alison Corcoran, formerly of Staples
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CONCLUSION
While innovations in mobile technology will continue to foster new marketing
opportunities, marketers are finding mobile marketing has become an essential
element of their overall marketing mix today. Because their prospects and
customers are highly mobile and they rely on their mobile devices to stay connected,
engaging with them in-context and with device-optimized experiences is becoming
standard marketing practice. Investments in marketing technology are empowering
and enabling marketers to achieve their mobile optimization goals. This technology
helps develop, test, target, deliver, and analyze better mobile experiences.
Want to make sure your mobile efforts are keeping pace? Use the following
Mobile Marketing Action Plan to ensure you have the basics covered.

1

2

3

4

Implement mobile
advertising
campaigns that
use location-based
data.

Create video and
high-impact graphics
for promoted social
posts.

Develop a
mobile-optimized
responsive website.

Create a mobile
app that delivers
functional utility for
existing customers.

5

Mobile Marketing

Top 10

Continuously test
and optimize the
website and app
user experiences.

Action Plan

6
Execute permissionbased messaging
programs that are
highly relevant.

7

8

9

10

Optimize your email
and landing page
systems for mobile
engagement.

Link user identities
across devices to
provide a seamless
experience.

Encourage
photo-based social
sharing of customer
experiences.

Test one new
emerging capability
every year.
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The CMO Club is the world’s most engaged, inspired and exclusive
community of over 850 Senior Marketing Executives who help
each other solve their biggest challenges, within a candid, trusted, and sharing
environment. Collaboration fueled by inspiring events and within the Digital
Clubhouse raises the standard for what is required to be a successful Chief Marketing
Officer. Visit us at thecmoclub.com.
Oracle Marketing Cloud Modern Marketers choose Oracle Marketing
Cloud’s digital marketing solutions to create engagement, orchestrate
experiences, connect data, and optimize interactions that deliver the best of their
brands. These solutions connect cross-channel, content, and social marketing with
data management and activation on a proven system that marketers love and IT
trusts. Visit oracle.com/marketingcloud or call 1-855-695-4418.
About the Author John Ellett is author of The CMO Manifesto: A 100-Day
Action Plan for Marketing Change Agents and CEO of nFusion, a demand
generation agency that partners with marketers such as Samsung, Google
and Sitecore to drive business results by leveraging customer insights, developing
meaningful content and executing performance media plans. He serves as a trusted
advisor to marketing leaders at several global corporations to help them transform
their organizations and is frequent contributor to Forbes CMO Network.
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